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Abstract

Global Land Ice Measurements from Space (GLIMS) is an international consortium established to acquire satellite images of the world’s

glaciers, analyse them for glacier extent and changes, and assess change data for causes and implications for people and the environment.

Although GLIMS is making use of multiple remote-sensing systems, ASTER (Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and reflection

Radiometer) is optimized for many needed observations, including mapping of glacier boundaries and material facies, and tracking of surface

dynamics, such as flow vector fields and supraglacial lake development. Software development by GLIMS is geared toward mapping clean-

ice and debris-covered glaciers; terrain classification emphasizing snow, ice, water, and admixtures of ice with rock debris; multitemporal

change analysis; visualization of images and derived data; and interpretation and archiving of derived data. A global glacier database has

been designed at the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC, Boulder, Colorado); parameters are compatible with and expanded from

those of the World Glacier Inventory (WGI). These technology efforts are summarized here, but will be presented in detail elsewhere. Our

presentation here pertains to one broad question: How can ASTER and other satellite multispectral data be used to map, monitor, and

characterize the state and dynamics of glaciers and to understand their responses to 20th and 21st century climate change? Our sampled

results are not yet glaciologically or climatically representative. Our early results, while indicating complexity, are generally consistent with

the glaciology community’s conclusion that climate change is spurring glacier responses around the world (mainly retreat). Whether

individual glaciers are advancing or retreating, the aggregate average of glacier change must be climatic in origin, as nonclimatic variations

average out. We have discerned regional spatial patterns in glaciological response behavior; these patterns are best attributed to climate-

change variability and to regional differences in glacier size and response times. In many cases, glacier length changes under-represent the

magnitude of glacier ablation, because thinning (sometimes without immediate length changes) is also important. An expanded systematic,

uniform analysis of many more glaciers is needed to isolate the glacier response components due to climatic and nonclimatic perturbations, to

produce quantitative measures of regional variation in glacier changes, and to predict future regional glacier trends relevant to water
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resources, glaciological hazards, and global sea level. This comprehensive assessment (to be completed in stages) is expected to lend a

critically needed filter to identify successful climate models that explain recent glacier changes and change patterns (and hence, are apt to

describe future changes) and to eliminate unsuccessful models.

D 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Glacier retreat is widespread; there have been many

recent disappearances of small glaciers (Dyurgerov &

Meier, 1997; Haeberli & Beniston, 1998; Hastenrath &

Ames, 1995; Kaser et al., 1990). Even the fate of polar ice

sheets is uncertain (Bindschadler & Bentley, 2002; Oppen-

heimer, 1998; Rignot et al., 2004). Glacier monitoring is

justified by the significance of glaciers for: (1) glacial

hazards (Kääb et al., 2002; Yamada & Sharma, 1993); (2)

water resources (Fukushima et al., 1991; Hewitt, 1961;

Shiyin et al., 2003; Yamada & Motoyama, 1988; Yang &

Hu, 1992); (3) climate change (Haeberli & Beniston, 1998;

Mayewski et al., 1980; Oerlemans, 1994); and (4) sea-level

rise (Church et al., 2001; Gregory & Oerlemans, 1998;

Warrick et al., 1996) (Fig. 1). Thus, we have utilized

ASTER (Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and

reflection Radiometer) and other satellite remote-sensing

systems to study glacier state and dynamics.

There is no longer any reasonable doubt about why the

aggregate of glaciers is exhibiting profound changes: global

climate of the 20th century changed at an average rate

beyond combined uncertainties and at a magnitude unpre-

cedented in all the last millennium (Albritton et al., 2001).

The primary cause of climate change is recognized to be

rising levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide and other

greenhouse gases (Cubasch et al., 2001). Global atmos-

pheric CO2 concentrations have risen by 3% (relative), and a

far more potent trace greenhouse gas, HFC-23, has risen by

about 40% (relative), just between ASTER’s launch (Dec.

1999) and final submission of this paper (June 2005). Most

of these gases are being emitted at increasing rates

(Albritton et al., 2001); inevitably, climate and glaciers will

change at accelerating rates in the future.

The typical magnitude of glacier retreat experienced in the

last 100 years and likely in the next 50 years can be

understood by the following simple calculation. About 1 K

warming has occurred over most glacierized areas in the last

100 years; the same magnitude warming is expected over the

next 50 years. For a typical adiabatic gradient of 8 K/km, and

ignoring any attendant changes in precipitation (which may
Fig. 1. The ‘‘who’’ and ‘‘why’’ of GLIMS (Global Land Ice Measurements from S

figure locations, and a few climatological and oceanographic elements which str

intensity as global warming proceeds. (B) Diagrammatic justification for world g

glaciological science; yellow-green elements are key areas of investigation by G

‘‘science’’ part of the diagram) are the key links between glaciers and their practi

climate change, as shown in the ‘‘Impacts’’ and ‘‘Fundamental Understanding’’ p
be a positive or negative increment as warming proceeds), the

glacial equilibrium-line altitude (ELA, where annual snow

accumulation balances ablation) would rise by roughly 125

m; for glacier longitudinal surface slopes typically ranging

from 4% (for valley glaciers) to 40% (for cirque glaciers), the

ELA would thus recede up-valley by around 300 m

longitudinally (for cirque glaciers) to 3000 m (for valley

glaciers) in the absence of attendant precipitation changes.

Terminus positions may change by comparable or larger

amounts. Except for glaciers exhibiting special dynamical

mechanisms, these are the right orders of magnitude of

changes commonly observed in the last century.

The glacier cases shown here were chosen to highlight a

complexity to glacier change; this complexity is best

explained as due to a combination of heterogeneous climate

changes and individualized glacier attributes, environments,

and processes. We defer strong conclusions about specific

glacier process/environment/response relationships until we

have made a comprehensive, uniform glacier-change assess-

ment, which will finally resolve many remaining uncertain-

ties of concern to glaciologists and climatologists. A large

digital inventory of glacier-state and change data is the goal

of our project, GLIMS (Global Land Ice Measurements

from Space; http://www.glims.org); this inventory will

enable the tackling of big questions regarding future glacier

hydrology and global climate (Fig. 1).

Statistical approaches have been applied to global glacier

aggregates (Haeberli et al., 1999; Oerlemans, 1994) from

mainly field data sources utilizing fairly small numbers of

glaciers. A recent global dominance of negative glacier

mass balance has been established (Bahr, 1997a,b; Haeberli

et al., 1999; Oerlemans, 1994). Statistical analysis can relate

changes in simple parameters, such as glacier area or length,

to volume and net annual mass balance (Bahr, 1997a,b;

Meier & Bahr, 1996), which conventionally is computed

from field data. Oerlemans used glacier variations to back-

compute global warming rates. Different individual glaciers

and regions of glaciers are exhibiting different responses,

but the ensemble of glacier variations indicates rapid loss of

ice mass despite increasing average snow accumulation

(Dyurgerov & Meier, 2000).
pace). (A) GLIMS organization, areas of detailed GLIMS database entries,

ongly affect or are influenced by glaciation and which shift in position or

lacier monitoring. Center of the diagram illustrates key elements of basic

LIMS. Stream flow and glacier net mass balance (shown in purple in the

cal importance to people and natural ecosystems and our understanding of

arts of the diagram.
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Field investigations of glaciers provide the most detailed,

uncompromised, and reliable information on glacier mass

balance. Only a few dozen glaciers around the world—and

mainly small, simple glaciers not fully representing the

world’s land ice—are being assessed for mass balance, at

differing levels of completeness. Because glaciers are

numerous (105: Meier & Bahr, 1996), widespread, and

mostly remote, remote sensing is needed to acquire

comprehensive, uniform, and frequent global observations

of glacier variations. Field-based and satellite-based glacier

monitoring results so far lack the comprehensiveness needed

to assess sensitivity to regional and local differences in

glacier response functions. The observations must now be

expanded using remote sensing (Paul & Kääb, in press; Rau

et al., in press). Mass balance is difficult, sometimes

impossible, to obtain by remote sensing, but surface

observations by these methods can yield powerful measure-

ments of glacier state and dynamics.

Some recent remote-sensing methods include satellite

radar interferometry and radar speckle tracking of flow

(Reeh et al., 2003; Rignot et al., 2004); passive microwave

measurements of temperature and melt zones (Abdalati &

Steffen, 2001); active microwave mapping of glacier facies,

including melt zones; and airborne and satellite laser

altimetry and satellite radar measurement of glacier and

ice-sheet surface topographic profiles (Krabill et al., 2004;

Spikes et al., 2003). Remote sensing and field studies

validate the theoretical concept of size-dependent time

scales of glacier responses to climate change (Baisheng et

al., 2003; Huybrechts, 2002; Jóhannesson, 1985; Pelto &

Hedlund, 2001). These methods also highlight anomalous

fast responses of some large glaciers, ice caps, and ice sheets

due to meltwater dynamics, ice-shelf unpinning and

breakup, and other instabilities (Abdalati & Steffen, 2001;

Abdalati et al., 2001; Bamber & Rignot, 2002; Bindschadler

et al., 2003; De Angelis & Skvarca, 2003; Joughin et al.,

2002, 2004; Krabill et al., 2004; Oppenheimer, 1998;

Rignot et al., 2004; Rott et al., 2002; Scambos et al.,

2004, 2000).

Satellite multispectral visible/near-infrared (VIS/NIR)

imaging, such as by ASTER, ETM+ (Enhanced Thematic

Mapper Plus), and SPOT (Satellite Probatoire d’Observa-

tion de la Terre), is needed for systematic large-scale

measurements of glacier and ice sheet state and dynamics

(e.g., Ferrigno et al., 1996, 1997; Frezzotti et al., 1998;

Williams & Ferrigno, 2002). These measurements must be

considered in the context of very rapid changes or

oscillations of some glaciers (e.g., tidewater and surging

glaciers) that may occur on a time scale shorter than the

ASTER repeat imaging interval. Older Landsat, declas-

sified images (Bindschadler & Vornberger, 1998), air-

photos, and maps extend knowledge of glacier changes

across most of the last century.

ASTER data are commonly used in conjunction with

other types of remote sensing data. ASTER has unique

attributes and handicaps compared to other remote
sensing systems. ASTER has a stereo, same-orbit

imaging capability that other systems lack. ASTER

stereo-derived topography lacks sufficient vertical reso-

lution to be useful in ASTER-to-ASTER glacier surface

topography change assessment, except in extraordinary

circumstances; but it is useful for comparison with

reliable topographic map data where the baseline extends

over several decades and to assess rapid thinning during

glacier surges. ASTER topographic mapping lacks the

large layover of synthetic aperture radar, but of course it

cannot see through clouds; and ASTER has a higher

lateral spatial resolution but lower vertical resolution

compared to laser methods. ASTER stereo DEMs (digital

elevation models) are being used to generate stable image

orthorectifications and to map glacier lake, glacier

terminus, and snowline elevations. ASTER’s 90-m five-

band thermal imaging is unparalleled, but has just begun

to be exploited for glaciological studies. Six short-wave

infrared bands (30-m resolution) are well placed spec-

trally to be used with three visible/near-infrared bands

(15-m resolution) for ice and water detection. Other

systems duplicate or exceed some of ASTER’s specifi-

cations, but none duplicate the whole package for

glaciological investigations.

The delineation of debris-covered glaciers is a bottleneck

for rapid, automated assessment of glaciers from satellite data

in some mountain areas, such as in parts of Alaska and the

Himalaya. Traditional statistical multispectral classification

algorithms are of limited value in these areas. For example,

multispectral data analysis is challenged to discern dirty,

shadowed ice from extremely turbid water or debris-covered

glacier ice vs. ice-free moraines. Such glaciers can bemapped

manually, although the combination of multispectral classi-

fications with DEM derivatives and neighbourhood analysis

has revealed promising avenues for semi-automated mapping

(Paul et al., 2004, and references therein).

To assist the international community effort to document

glacier changes, GLIMS was organized. It now involves

more than 92 researchers and 62 institutions in 25 countries

(some key institutions are located in Fig. 1A). The project is

developed from the World Glacier Monitoring Service’s

World Glacier Inventory (Haeberli et al., 1998) and the

USGS series Satellite Image Atlas of the Glaciers of the

World (e.g., Williams & Ferrigno, 2002; Williams et al., in

press). Here a subset of the consortium provides an update

and supplement to previous reports on selected aspects of

GLIMS (Bishop et al., 2004; Kääb et al., 2003a,b; Kieffer et

al., 2000; Raup et al., 2000; http://www.glims.org). Techni-

cal details of our methodologies and algorithms will be

presented in a separate paper (B. Raup et. al, manuscript

submitted to Computers and Geoscience); more comprehen-

sive science results will be presented in stages subsequently.

Concerns for users of the GLIMS glacier database are (1)

performance comparisons for analysis using various imag-

ing systems and other data sources (Hall et al., 2003) and (2)

inter-laboratory comparisons of data quality and uniformity

http://www.glims.org
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using the same data sources. Standardization of analysis

results is achieved partly by the common use of ASTER and

similar multispectral data, and partly by the structure of the

database. The database includes a set of parameters based on

and expanded from those adopted by the World Glacier

Monitoring Service (Haeberli et al., 1998). Testing is

underway to assess systematic and individual/inter-labora-
Fig. 2. Examples of ASTER RGB false-color composites draped over ASTER D

25�25 km and the view is looking northward. (B) Llewellyn Glacier, British Co

bottom (foreground) to top (background).
tory errors in geolocation determinations, interpretation

errors and differences, and errors caused by algorithmic

differences and deficiencies (results to be presented else-

where). Adherence to standards and some degree of

uniformity of analysis method will be necessary before a

comprehensive global assessment of GLIMS data can be

presented.
TMs. (A) Tasman Glacier, New Zealand. The scene covers approximately

lumbia. Scale is ¨13 km across the middle of the image and 25 km from
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2. GLIMS technology development summary

2.1. Terrain classification

DEMs are useful for visualization of glacier data and

ASTER imagery (Fig. 2) and are needed for atmospheric

corrections of satellite imagery (Bishop et al., 2004),

geometric orthorectification of satellite images (Kääb,

2002, 2005; Kääb et al., in press), derivations of 3-D

glacier parameters (Kääb et al., 2002; Paul et al., 2003,

2002), multidimensional classification of debris covered ice

(Paul et al., 2004), and other geomorphometric tasks

(Bishop et al., 2004). Accurate orthorectification of satellite

data is mandatory in order to allow the combination of

multi-year satellite data sets and to enable fusion with DEM

data and other georeferenced data sets. Under favorable

circumstances, stereo satellite images can be used to

measure vertical thickness changes in glaciers, and multi-

temporal satellite imagery can be used to make estimations

of glacier mass balance (Berthier et al., 2003, 2004). More

commonly, the topographic (vertical) resolution limit of

satellite stereo-derived DEMs (digital elevation models)

reduces the value of these topographic data sets for glacier

change analysis. ASTER imagery is more useful for

measurements of changed length, area, and surface facies.

This may be difficult to achieve in parts of the world

with poor topographic maps. Partly relieving this

deficiency, DEM data are available for free from the

SRTM mission (Rabus et al., 2003), and the stereo

capability of ASTER also allows DEM creation (Kääb et

al., 2003a).

Ideally, mutispectral classification of material units is

done on imagery that has had raw radiance values corrected

to yield albedos or reflectances, with effects of shadows,

adjacent terrain, and atmospheric air mass removed. This

has been done on a test basis at the University of Nebraska

at Omaha, but more often these corrections have not been

made before multispectral classification is done. A defi-

ciency of artifact- and hole-free DEMs remains a serious

problem and challenge.

In Fig. 3, an example from Peru’s Cordillera Blanca,

terrain classes are mapped using a simple algorithm based

on supervised cluster assessment of ASTER band 1 /band 3

ratios and band 3 radiance. Many details of the classified

output in Fig. 3, which might be overlooked as noise or

artifacts, were field-validated as small melt ponds and ice

cliffs of calving debris-covered glaciers. Fig. 3 also high-

lights a long-recognized limitation of multispectral terrain
Fig. 3. ASTER scene acquired over Cordillera Blanca, Peru, highlights some mapp

1 /ASTER band 3 ratios and ASTER band 3 radiances. (A) RGB band 3-2-1 fals

Classified image output. (C, D, and E) Enlarged sections of the classified image

instance, lakes are mapped in reddish hues: pink, salmon, and red; the lighter pink t

the human eye); darker reds portray low radiance values and are clear, dark lakes

appear to be well classified. (F) RGB composite showing details corresponding to

functions did well in separating material classes of another test scene over a nearby

lakes in Cordillera Blanca.
classification. The actual glacier boundaries are not well

mapped where they are heavily debris covered, especially

where debris-covered ice abuts talus slopes or old moraines.

However, some discrimination is possible because supra-

glacial debris tends to be less weathered and less vegetated

than other types of surficial debris and exposed bedrock.

The delineation of debris-covered glaciers and rock

glaciers in many high-relief alpine environments is a

bottleneck for their rapid, automated assessment from

satellite data (Bishop et al., 1995; Paul et al., 2004; Wessels

et al., 2002). In parts of Alaska, the Andes, and the

Himalaya, traditional statistical multispectral classification

algorithms are of limited value because of inherent

difficulties in using pure multispectral data to separate, for

example, dirty, shadowed ice from extremely turbid water,

or to separate debris-covered glacier ice from ice-free

moraines. Natural variations in illumination and surface

conditions in alpine regions may introduce further errors in

classified output. Additional information provided by DEMs

(Bishop et al., 2001), neighbourhood analysis (Paul et al.,

2004) and thermal radiation (Taschner & Ranzi, 2002)

sometimes enables mapping of debris-covered glaciers.

Sophisticated approaches to information generation, data

fusion, and classification, including neural net-based tech-

niques, have been successfully applied by GLIMS to handle

some of these difficult problems (Bishop et al., 1999, 2004;

Kääb et al., 2002; Paul et al., 2004).

2.2. Glacier surface velocity mapping

The surface velocity field is a key glacier dynamic

quantity mappable with multitemporal orthorectified

ASTER, Landsat ETM+ and older Landsat TM and MSS

data, and SPOT imagery using different correlation techni-

ques (e.g., Fig. 4 and Dowdeswell & Benham, 2003; Kääb,

2002, 2005, in press; Lucchitta & Ferguson, 1986; Raup et

al., 2001; Scambos et al., 1992; Skvarca et al., 2003).

2.3. Use of historic map data with ASTER and other satellite

data

Historic map data can be coregistered to a single

classified glacier image to obtain change information over

decadal periods. Recent maps can fill gaps in satellite

coverage, and older maps can extend coverage to the pre-

satellite era. This is a critical activity of the glaciological

community, e.g., quantitative comparisons, with error

assessments, of historic map data with satellite imagery
ing capabilities using a simple classifier (‘‘B3R13’’) based on ASTER band

e-color composite of a radiance-calibrated image used for the analysis. (B)

. Each material unit is mapped with various hues of a different color. For

ones portray brighter band 1 radiance (light pastel blue or turquoise colors to

to the human eye. Even shadowed areas—whether rock or snow or ice—

the classified output in E. (G) The same parametric thresholds and classifier

part of the Cordillera Blanca. (H and I) Two typical pastel-turquoise glacier



Fig. 4. Surface displacement vector fields determined by feature tracking in two ASTER scenes acquired 10 months apart in 2001 over the eastern Himalaya,

Bhutan. Red numbers in lower panel are representative velocities, m/year.
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Fig. 5. (A) ASTER band 3-2-1 RGB false-color composite showing the glaciers of the Copper River region, Chugach Range, Alaska, Aug. 22, 2003. (B)

Scatterplot shows material classes based on supervised classification. Classification output involves overlapping fields and highlights some limitations of

multispectral data for terrain classification. (D, E): Rubber-sheeted USGS topographic series map data (data inputs from 1948) registered to a 2000 Landsat 7

ETM+ scene and a 2003 ASTER image reveals changes across 55 years. (F– I) Van Cleve Lake in October 2003; Miles Glacier in background of (F). (J–M)

Calving terminus of Miles Glacier in Miles lake (a widening of the Copper River).

J.S. Kargel et al. / Remote Sensing of Environment 99 (2005) 187–219 195
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(e.g., Hall et al., 2003). Use of paper map data presents

unique challenges, and commonly requires ‘‘rubber sheet-

ing’’ in the best circumstances, and is useless for quantita-

tive work in the worst cases. Product reliability sometimes

can be gauged by the registratability of immobile tie points.

Some map data are geodetically fairly accurate, but glaciers

can be misinterpreted or confused with snow fields, sea ice,

etc. Fig. 5 is a simple example of glacier change assessment

of the Miles Glacier (Alaska) made on the basis of 1948

map data with an ETM+ image from 2000 and an ASTER

image from 2003. Further examples are shown for

Himalayan glaciers in Fig. 6.

2.4. Use of thermal mapping to aid glacier lake

interpretation

Thermal imaging of glaciers is useful to identify glacier

facies (Taschner & Ranzi, 2002). Thermal methods of

material discrimination may involve (1) thermal inertia

measurements if looks at multiple times of day can be

provided (generally not by ASTER), (2) differential heating

at a single time in one morning look (possible with

ASTER), and (3) observation of the thermal buffering by

the enthalpy of melting of H2O. Fig. 7 shows iceberg-

cluttered lakes at the termini of Alaskan glaciers; those icy

lakes stand out in contrast to the warmer land and debris-

covered parts of glaciers, because these lakes have temper-

atures close to freezing. Relative to the ice point, some lakes

have a 1–2 K positive anomaly, which is slightly greater

than typical TIR calibration errors of order 0.8 K. Other

lakes near the stagnant terminus of the debris-covered

Martin River Glacier are variously cold and warm (Fig. 7),

indicating variations in the degree of thermal interaction

between ice and water.

2.5. GLIMSView

GLIMSView is an open-source, cross-platform applica-

tion intended to aid and standardize the process of glacier

digitization for the GLIMS project and packaging that

information for transfer to the National Snow and Ice Data

Center for ingestion into the GLIMS Glacier Database. It

allows users to view various types of satellite imagery,

digitize glacier outlines and other material units within the

images, attach GLIMS specific attributes to segments of

these outlines, and save the outlines to ESRI shapefiles for

ingestion into the GLIMS Glacier Database. GLIMSView

continues to undergo development. It is free and available at

http://www.glims.org/glimsview/.
Fig. 6. Rubber sheeted glacier terminus lines overlain on ASTER images of debr

ASTER image of Gangotri Glacier, India, shows long-term recession. (B) Change

(from Burbank et al., 1996) and 2001 ASTER. (C) Changes in Khumbu Glacier, N

map lines are rendered from slope-related shadings in the 1958 map data. The term

end moraines; field observations show the glaciers to be downwasting and losin

confused with the black stipples on the Rongbuk from the original map).
2.6. GLIMS glacier database

The GLIMS database (Raup et al., 2001) represents time-

varying geospatial information about a set of objects, which

in some cases have tree-like interrelationships. The GLIMS

glacier database has been designed to follow directly from

the World Glacier Monitoring Service and World Glacier

Inventory (Haeberli et al., 1998). The analyses producing

this new information are performed using a variety of input

sources (satellite imagery, airphotos, and maps) and

methods, including automatic algorithms and manual

interpretation. A standardization protocol is being devel-

oped and implemented in GLIMSView, but some manual

editing and human choice of automatic processing tools—

hence, subjective interpretation—remains in the resulting

data. This information comes from many researchers from

around the world. A wealth of metadata about the analyses

and the analyst must be accommodated. The results of

glacier analysis at the Regional Centers are sent to the

National Snow and Ice Data Center in Boulder, Colorado,

USA, which designed and maintains the database.

NSIDC has implemented the GLIMS Glacier Database

using the Open Source tools including PostgreSQL, Post-

GIS, and MapServer. The interface to the database provides

various types of search capability, and also functions as an

Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC)-compliant Web Map

Service (WMS) and Web Feature Service (WFS), serving

map layers to other Web map servers.
3. Science applications

3.1. Glacier change in Afghanistan and Pakistan

Snow and ice in large parts of Afghanistan and Pakistan

are the main source of irrigation waters. Ever since the Indus

Valley civilization glaciers have been key in the region’s

human story (Hewitt, 1961). Remote-sensing assessment of

the region’s cryosphere can contribute to enhancement of

regional security and well being through improved knowl-

edge of present and future melt-water resources. The

region’s alpine glaciers are diverse in type, dynamics, size,

and debris cover. These attributes and strong regional

variations in topography and monsoonal influences affect

glacier state and sensitivity to climate change.

Satellite-based assessments using Landsat Multispectral

scanner data, coupled with topographic maps made from

aerial photographs and field campaigns, represent baseline

information on Afghanistan’s glaciers 30–40 years ago. The
is-covered glaciers in the central Himalaya. (A) Map data registered to an

s in Rongbuk Glacier, Tibet, just northwest of Everest, between 1986 map

epal, just southwest of Everest, between 1958 map data and 2001 ASTER;

ini of Rongbuk and Khumbu Glaciers have been stably positioned against

g mass. Rongbuk Glacier exhibits numerous supraglacial lakes (not to be

http://www.glims.org/glimsview/


Fig. 7. Comparison of ASTERVNIR and temperature images of glaciers east of the Copper River, Chugach Range (Alaska). Spot measurements show kinetic

temperature in K.
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baseline has been updated with ASTER and other imagery

(Shroder & Bishop, in press-a,b). Additional field inves-

tigations and remote sensing and GIS studies allow

preliminary assessment of glacier fluctuations in northern

Pakistan (Shroder & Bishop, in press-a,b).

The glaciers of Afghanistan were mapped as a part of

country-wide topographic mapping by the USA and USSR

(Shroder, 1983). Additional information and assessments

came through expeditions, the Atlas of Afghanistan Project

(Shroder, 1975), the UN-sponsored World Glacier Inven-

tory, and the USGS-sponsored Satellite Image Atlas of the

Glaciers of the World (Shroder & Bishop, in press-a,b).

The total glacierized area of the Hindu Kush of Afghani-

stan and western Pakistan was estimated at ¨6200 km2

(Horvath, 1975). Over 3000 small glaciers were inven-

toried in Afghanistan. Most existed below the climatic

snowline and survived in strongly shadowed areas, places

receiving windblow and snow avalanches, or where

protected beneath thick debris cover. Most glaciers of

Afghanistan occur on north-facing slopes; in the northeast-

ern part of the country they occur with the highest peaks,

greatest monsoon precipitation, and most extensive cloudi-

ness associated with the Intertropical Convergence Zone

(ITCZ).

Despite the general metastability of most of Afghanis-

tan’s small glaciers and the severity of recent regional

climate change including drought, glacier changes have

been minor compared to changes occurring elsewhere in the

world; but there have been changes (examples below). A

small number of Afghanistan’s glaciers have disappeared

entirely in recent decades; others have downwasted,

retreated, and divided into multiple daughters so that the

overall total number of ice masses may not have changed

much.
Fig. 8. (A) MSS image (80 m resolution) of Foladi Glacier (Afghanistan) in 1973.

in spatial resolution, it can be seen that there is less ice in the later image, althou

elsewhere in the world.
About 18 small (<¨0.5 km2) glaciers occurred in the

Koh-i-Baba range of central Afghanistan about half a

century ago (Shroder & Giardino, 1978). The lowest

elevations of exposed glacial ice were ¨4075–4657 m

(average ¨4365 m). Foladi Glacier (Fig. 8) in 1978 had a

20–25% reduction of surface area of exposed ice since the

1959 aerial photographs. Mean annual snowfall in that

period was ¨600 mm and the climatic snowline was ¨5100

m. Stereo ASTER imagery in 2003 shows the glacier to be

further downwasted and now deeply incised behind its

recessional moraine; however, the terminus and marginal

positions of glaciers in this region have not changed much

(Fig. 8).

Near Mir Samir Peak (5809 m, north-central Hindu

Kush), East and West Glaciers were assessed by the British

in 1965 (Gilbert et al., 1969), who studied snow accumu-

lation, ablation, melt-water discharges, lichenometry, and

heat balance. They also made planimetric maps that now

enable comparison with ASTER imagery. East Glacier then

measured ¨1 km2 and West Glacier ¨0.5 km2; in 2003 both

glaciers had retreated significantly and formed new lakes

inside their end moraines. A small glacier adjacent to the

northwest side of West Glacier was topographically mapped

from air photos in 1959, was only a small patch in 1965, and

is now entirely melted away.

The Keshnikhan Glacier in the Wakhan Corridor in

northeast Afghanistan was mapped in 1970 (Braslau &

Bussom, 1978). It is ¨15 km2, 4 km long, and steep, with a

continuous belt of morainal debris from 2600 m elevation

near the Ab-i-Panj river valley, to the ice front almost 2000

m higher. Braslau and Bussom (1978), and Shroder (1978)

considered the glacier to be receding. Further changes are

minimal up to the present, according to ASTER image

analysis.
(B) ASTER image of Foladi Glacier in 2001. Even with the large difference

gh the difference is less than found among many other glaciers of this size
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Despite annual precipitation <100 mm year�1 (Lalande et

al., 1974) the predominant high altitude (5000–>6000 m) in

the Wakhan Pamir has allowed some of Afghanistan’s largest

glaciers to develop, including the Northern and Southern

Issak and Zemestan glaciers, which were mapped in 1975 (de

Grancy & Kostka, 1978). Transient snowlines in August

1975 averaged ¨5100 m. No significant changes have been

noted in ASTER imagery compared the 1975 data.

In Pakistan, baseline information from expeditions and

remote-sensing studies provide a preliminary assessment of

individual glaciers (e.g., Bishop et al., 1995, 1999, 1998;

Miller, 1984; Searle, 1991). Many glaciers have been

retreating (readily seen in satellite imaging) and/or down-

wasting (not clearly discerned by satellite imaging, except

by surface texture changes, debris cover changes, and lake

formation). For example, using ASTER and field imagery

we have identified a disconnection in glacier flow in the

Hindu Kush between the upper and lower Tirich Mir

Glaciers (Fig. 9). Landsat TM imagery in 1995 and newer

ASTER imagery also indicates the development of new

supraglacial lakes on the upper Tirich Mir Glacier.

A high frequency of small supraglacial lakes occurs on

the Baltoro Glacier near K2 in the Karakoram Himalaya.

Smaller glaciers in the Nanga Parbat Himalaya exhibit fewer

supraglacial lakes, although on the south side of Nanga

Parbat, some glaciers (e.g., Tap) have large lakes at their

termini; others (e.g., Shagiri, Sachen) had small lakes that

recently drained. The pattern at Nanga Parbat appears to be

mostly downwasting of the surface rather than terminus

retreat. This is also the general pattern observed among most

large valley glaciers farther east in the Himalaya of Nepal

and Bhutan, where large supraglacial and proglacial lakes

have developed and glaciers have wasted behind high end

moraines (Fig. 4). For example, comparison of map data and

SPOT panchromatic and ASTER imagery reveals that the

terminus position of the Raikot Glacier (north side of Nanga

Parbat) has not significantly changed much in decades. Two

tributary glaciers, Ganalo and the Chongra-Raikot, however,

previously were connected to the Raikot Glacier, but have

separated.

Fig. 10 documents the rapid advance of the Liligo

Glacier tributary to the Baltoro Glacier; the advance may be

related to a strong mass balance fluctuation or an extended
Fig. 9. SPOT image and ground photo of T
‘‘slow surge.’’ Field studies by Michael Bishop and John F.

Shroder, Jr. in July 2005 showed the existence and sudden

drainage of a large supraglacial lake at the new, stagnating

junction of these two glaciers. Analysis of ASTER multi-

spectral scenes in other regions of the Karakoram document

surges associated with the Pumarikisk Glacier tributary to

the Hispar Glacier in Hunza (Searle, 1991), and the

Khurdopin Glacier in the Shimshal Valley in Hunza

(Shroder & Bishop, in press-a,b).

3.2. Heterogeneous glacier changes in the Antarctic

Peninsula

The northern Antarctic Peninsula is dominated by an

alpine glacial system consisting of an ice cap covering the

central plateau region, which feeds numerous outlet glaciers

draining to both sides of the peninsula. The majority of

these flow into ice shelves or terminate as tidewater glaciers.

In addition, isolated ice caps, mountain glaciers and ice

piedmonts characterise the margins of the peninsula and the

adjacent islands. In contrast to the usual slow reaction of

continental ice masses, the relatively small glaciers on the

Antarctic Peninsula react with short response times (time

scale: years to decades) to perturbations of their accumu-

lation and ablation processes; thus, recent climate warming

is already being signaled by these glaciers’ responses.

Long-term surface air temperature records revealed a

significant regional temperature increase of 0.02–0.07 K

year�1 over the last five decades for both the western and the

eastern sides of the Antarctic Peninsula. In particular, the

warming rates identified on the western coast of the Antarctic

Peninsula are substantially greater than those found else-

where in Antarctica. Changing precipitation regimes on the

Antarctic Peninsula can be deduced through the analysis of

synoptic observation records and proxies. These changes,

apparent in the Antarctic Peninsula’s climate system in recent

years, directly result in fluctuations in the annual glacier mass

and energy balance cycles. As observational evidence grows,

the grounded and floating parts of the local glacial systems

are found to be more spatially and temporally variable than

was previously expected. Among the most spectacular of

these events, the disintegration of several ice shelves has

taken place over the last two decades (Rott et al., 2002;
irich Mir showing detached tributary.



Fig. 10. Advance of Lilago Glacier. (A) Landsat MSS false-color composite of Liligo Glacier. (B) Landsat TM scene. (C) ASTER false-color composite. (D, E,

and F) Closeups of the terminus region. The 2001 image shows a Type III junction, as described in Section 3.5.
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Scambos et al., 2000). Furthermore, recent studies have

revealed that the former tributaries have been subject to

significant changes after the collapse of the ice shelf. These

include recessions of the ice-fronts from the former ground-

ing line positions, complex crevassing, thinning, flow

acceleration, and higher mass fluxes (De Angelis & Skvarca,

2003; Rott et al., 2002; Scambos et al., 2004).

Analysis of high resolution ASTER data co-registered to

a digital Landsat TM mosaic from the Geoscientific

Information System Antarctica (GIA; Bennat et al., 1998)

provides information on glacier variations between 1986

and 2002 (Rau et al., in press). In regional case studies,

which cover a variety of glacial systems distributed over the

northern Antarctic Peninsula, 313 glaciers were investi-

gated. Of these, 40 (13%) had advancing glacier fronts and a

total gain of 7.1 km2, while 171 (55%) showed retreating ice

fronts and a loss of 146.1 km2. In addition, 102 (33%) were

unchanged. The analysed glaciers displayed no indications

of dynamic flow instabilities, and so the observed glacier

variations are interpreted as the impacts of changing climate

on accumulation and ablation.

Beyond the overall tendency of retreating ice fronts,

spatial patterns of glacier variations are observed throughout

the mid 1980s to 2001. In particular, an area of significant
Fig. 11. Glacier retreat on James Ross and Vega Island, Antarctic Peninsula. Of 5

1988 to 2001 on James Ross Island, only one showed a slight advance of the glacie

of area of 48.2 km2. Highest retreat rates were observed on glaciers with floating ic

2.7 km2. ASTER image, January 8, 2001.
retreat is concentrated on the northeastern sectors of the

peninsula (eastern coast of Trinity Peninsula and James

Ross Island). Similarly, a predominance of glacial recession

occurs along the southwestern coasts of the study area

(Graham Coast, Loubet Coast and Marguerite Bay). This is

contrasted with slight recessions and minor advances of

glacier frontal positions that were recorded in the north-

western parts of the Antarctic Peninsula, which are exposed

to the Bellingshausen Sea (western coast of Trinity

Peninsula and Danco Coast). These observations from the

northwest, which are presumed to be in the natural range of

frontal fluctuations of tidewater glaciers, suggest relative

dynamic stability of the glacial systems in this sector.

With long-term observations lacking from most parts of

the Antarctic Peninsula, the high data availability on James

Ross Island offers the possibility for a continuation of

previous glacier monitoring activities (Fig. 11). Analysing

the glacial variations on a larger perspective, a drastic

acceleration of glacier recession could be determined on the

island since 1988. In comparison to a retreat rate of 1.84 km2

year�1 in the period of 1975 to 1988 (Skvarca et al., 1995),

the annual reduction of glaciated areas doubled to 3.79 km2

year�1 in the subsequent years (1988–2001). Moreover,

contrary to the situation in 1988, the majority of glaciers
8 individual glaciers (mainly maritime) investigated during the period from

r front; all others were subject to significant retreat, accounting for a net loss

e tongues, while the 22 glaciers investigated that terminate on land lost only
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terminating on land in 2001 are now retreating. Over the

entire period between 1975 and 2002, the glaciers on James

Ross Island are found to have decreased by 78.8 km2

corresponding to 3.9% of the previously ice-covered area.

These observations add further details regarding impacts

of recent rapid climate changes—some of the most rapid

rates of climate change recorded anywhere—to the Antarc-

tic Peninsula’s cryosphere. Spaceborne sensors such as

ASTER and new data acquisition and distribution strategies

have led to a better coverage of the polar regions with

satellite data in space and time, thus providing the required

tools to accomplish a functional monitoring program

relevant to the field of climate change.

3.3. Polar glaciological applications of ASTER imagery

Polar remote sensing by satellite started with the Corona

program of the early 1960s. High-resolution imagery to

latitude ¨81- North and South has been available since the

1980s from the Landsat and SPOT missions. A major

milestone was the collection by Radarsat-1 in 1997 of the

first continent-wide high-resolution image mosaic of Ant-

arctica. The recent acquisition of ASTER imagery continues

the collection of high-resolution visible data over the polar

regions, and extends coverage to latitude ¨86- North and

South; another advantage afforded by ASTER is the

acquisition of same-orbit along-track stereo; a third advant-

age is the acquisition plan, which allows for annual and

more frequent imaging, a feature of the ASTER mission that

has been successful mainly just for the polar ice sheets.

Ice sheet flow speeds are usually slow (10 m/year or

less), except in outlet glaciers and ice streams where flow

speeds can reach 500–10,000 m/year. These outlet glaciers

are the dominant components of mass loss on both ice

sheets, and so changes in the flow dynamics of outlet

glaciers can have large mass balance implications for ice

sheets. Several studies have involved the application of an

automated feature-tracking routine to sequential pairs of

ASTER images to derive the surface flow fields and

changes in the flow fields of large polar outlet glaciers.
Fig. 12. Tidewater glacier terminus change in East Greenland reconstructed from a

ETM+ (1999) and ASTER (2001, base image) imagery.
The technique is a modification of the cross-correlation

algorithm developed by Scambos et al. (1992) for low-slope

ice streams in West Antarctica. In contrast to ice streams,

outlet glaciers flow through rugged mountain terrain and

have relatively steep surface slopes. These characteristics

necessitate image ortho-rectification, which is accomplished

by constructing a relative DEM using the stereo bands 3N

and 3B of the ASTER sensor. The cross-correlation

technique involves matching brightness features (crevasses)

from one image to the next, so both images must have

similar illumination. This is not always the case for ASTER

imagery because of the sensor system’s capability for off-

nadir scene acquisition (up to 8.58- off nadir). Experiments

conducted over regions of rugged relief, such as the

Transantarctic Mountains, indicate that pointing angles of

sequential images should be within 3- (Stearns & Hamilton,

in press) to maintain common illumination necessary for the

successful application of the cross-correlation algorithm.

Two examples of the application of this technique using

ASTER imagery are presented for Greenland and Antarc-

tica. Sequential ASTER images from the summers of 2001

and 2002 were used to map the surface flow field of

Daugaard Jensen Gletscher, one of the largest outlet glaciers

draining the eastern side of the Greenland Ice Sheet (Fig.

12). This is one of the few glaciers in Greenland having an

archival record of flow dynamics from field measurements

conducted in the late 1960s. We re-mapped the flow pattern

to investigate possible changes in glacier dynamics. In fact,

the flow dynamics have remained almost constant over the

period between the late 1960s and 2001–2002 (Stearns et

al., in press). Future work will apply similar methods to

other Greenland glaciers for which archival data exist.

The technique has been applied to Byrd Glacier, which

drains one of the largest catchment basins in East Antarctica

(¨106 km2). To date, very few velocity maps are available

for glaciers south of 81- S, the limit of Radarsat

interferometric coverage. The Byrd Glacier flows at speeds

exceeding 600 m/year in its lower reaches, where it is

confined in a fjord that cuts across the Transantarctic

Mountains. The flow dynamics of Byrd Glacier were first
erial photography (1950), Landsat MSS (1973), Landsat-5 (1991), Landsat
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described by field surveys of ice motion conducted in 1978

(Brecher, 1982). The flow pattern was updated for an 11-

month interval in 2001 using two ASTER images. Sub-

traction of the second flow map from the first shows that the

central trunk of Byrd Glacier has decelerated from ¨820 m/

year in 1978 to ¨650 m/year in 2001 (Fig. 13; Stearns &

Hamilton, in press). This change is comparable to deceler-

ations of ice streams draining the Siple Coast of West

Antarctica (Joughin et al., 2002). The Siple Coast ice streams

are known to be changing rapidly, whereas outlet glaciers
Fig. 13. Byrd Glacier, Antarctica. (top) ASTER image mosaic. (bottom) Surface flo

in ASTER image analysis using two recent images (center) and the velocity chan
draining East Antarctica, such as Byrd Glacier, were

previously believed more stable. These results from ASTER

add new details to an ongoing community-wide effort to map

Antarctic ice sheet dynamics and assess it for mass balance.

3.4. The new Swiss glacier inventory 2000 (SGI2000)

The new inventory of Swiss glaciers is based on Landsat

Thematic Mapper (TM) satellite data that have been

processed in a GIS environment; lately, ASTER has begun
w speeds determined by a 1978 theodolite survey (left), and feature tracking

ge (right) during two recent time periods (C and D).
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to contribute. The very low reflectance of ice and snow in

the SWIR part of the spectrum has been utilized for

automated mapping of clean glacier ice by means of

thresholded TM band 4 /TM band 5 ratio images. A digital

elevation model and derivatives were combined with the

respective glacier outlines to obtain 3D parameters of

individual glaciers (Kääb et al., 2002; Paul, 2002). Glacier

basins were manually digitized according to the glacier

outlines from the former 1973 inventory, which have been

digitized from the original topographic maps for this

purpose as well (Fig. 14). The methods developed for the

SGI2000 also serve as a pilot study for worldwide glacier

inventorying within the framework of GLIMS.

The following results are obtained from the specific

analysis of glacier changes in Switzerland (Paul et al., in

press):

& Swiss glaciers lost ¨18% of their 1973 total area until

1998/99, mainly after 1985 (from 1973 to 1985: �1%).

This is a seven-fold increased decadal loss rate compared

to 1850–1973 (Fig. 15). Small glaciers (<1 km2)

contribute 44% to the total loss of area although they

cover only 18% of the total area.

& The relative change in glacier area is highly individual

(shrinking and stable glaciers are found side by side) and

depends on glacier size with an increasing scatter towards

smaller glaciers. This suggests that only a large sample of
Fig. 14. Synthetic oblique perspective view of Taeschalp (Valais, Switzerland) with

1850 and 1973 are shown in red and blue, respectively, TM-derived outlines

Findelengletscher (16 km2). DEM * 2004 swisstopo (BA XXX).
glaciers will give reliable information of glacier change in

a specific region and that the size distribution of any

investigated sample should always be given.

& The observed non-uniform changes in glacier geometry

(separation from tributaries, increasing areas with rock

outcrops, disintegration) indicate massive downwasting

in the past two decades in response to changed climate. A

further enhancement of such changes is likely due to

several positive feedbacks (e.g. additional heating from

rock outcrops, more surface melt, decreasing albedo).

The extrapolation of current changes in glacier hypsog-

raphy (area-elevation distribution) will lead to ice-free

regions below 2000 m a.s.l. by 2025, and below 2500 m

a.s.l. by 2050.

3.5. Mountain geomorphology and Alpine Valley Glacier

classification

Considerable interest concerns the interaction of climate,

tectonics, and surface processes in topographic evolution of

mountains (Bishop & Shroder, 2004; Molnar & England,

1990; Raymo & Ruddiman, 1992). Mountain geomorphol-

ogy has focused on surface processes and relief production

(Bishop et al., 2003; Burbank et al., 1996; Harbor, 1992;

Montgomery, 2004), the magnitude and spatial distribution

of uplift and erosion (Gilchrist et al., 1994), and modeling of
a fused IRS/TM image draped over a DEM. Digitized glacier outlines from

from 1998 are depicted in green. The large glacier to the upper right is



Fig. 15. Relative change in Swiss glacier area per decade for seven size classes and three time periods. The acceleration of glacier wastage since 1985 is

remarkable, but the samples used for each period are not the same.
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surface processes and geodynamics of orogenesis (Mac-

Gregor et al., 2000; Tomkin & Braun, 2002). A climate-

forcing hypothesis suggests that radiative and atmospheric

forcing regulates glaciation and glacial erosion, which

reduces lithospheric mass, thereby causing isostatic, and

possibly local tectonic uplift (Molnar & England, 1990).

Key issues are spatio-temporal and scale dependencies of

topographic variation, climate, and surface processes

(Bishop et al., 2003; Bush et al., 2004; Montgomery, 2004).

Glaciers not only generate debris but also are great

conveyors of debris to valleys. Satellite remote sensing

offers a means to assess spatial variation in glacial debris

production and transport rates in alpine regions. Glacio-

logical parametric measurements provided by GLIMS are

aiding landscape evolution modeling and are yielding

insights into the roles of glaciation in erosional denudation

and relief production. GLIMS glacier mapping has revealed

high-altitude glacier erosion surfaces throughout the western

Himalaya. Cosmogenic exposure-age dating of these surfa-

ces and moraines indicate glacier advances thought to

represent monsoon-enhanced glaciation caused by orbital

forcing. Paleoclimatic conditions were significantly differ-

ent than today, which suggests that the landscape is not in

topographic equilibrium (erosion and uplift rates are

unequal). This explains vastly different denudation rates

reported by Shroder and Bishop (2000).

Preliminary glacier erosion simulations with input

parameter estimates obtained from ASTER imagery and

DEMs depict nonlinear variation in glacial incision rates.

These simulations support empirical deductions indicating
significant glacial erosional formation of relief (e.g., Bishop

et al., 2003).

New insights into glaciers and landscape evolution come

from assessing ice velocity fields (the debris-conveyor

aspect of glaciers). Kääb et al. (2005) generated DEMs

and ice velocity estimates in the Bhutan Himalaya (Fig. 4),

which demonstrate significant spatial variability in glacier

flow. South-side glaciers exhibit significantly lower veloc-

ities (mainly 10–20 m/year), vs. much higher velocities on

the north side (20–200/year). This suggests higher basal

velocity for the northern glaciers and stagnant ice for the

southern ones. This has implications for glacier erosion, as it

is generally assumed that glacial abrasion rates are propor-

tional to basal sliding velocity (MacGregor et al., 2000;

Tomkin & Braun, 2002).

The overlapping effects of multiple debris-forming

glacial processes (e.g., plucking, grinding, subglacial

fluvial erosion, and landsliding) make for a complex

system. The north–south asymmetry in glacier dynamics

evident across Bhutan’s Himalaya should produce differ-

ential erosion rates, thus explaining differential debris

loads on north- and south-side glaciers (Fig. 4). We also

expect significant variations in glacial erosion and relief

production with altitude and with time during glacial/

deglacial cycles (Bishop et al., 2001, 2003). In fact, the

debris loads (fractional debris cover) evident on south side

glaciers exceed those on north side glaciers, opposite to the

pattern expected from recent flow speeds. This condition

suggests recent stagnation of south-side glaciers, consistent

with the documented growth and aggregation of abundant



Fig. 16. ASTER imagery illustrating tributary– trunk relations in Yukon Territory glaciers. (A) Kaskawulsh Glacier with coalescing (Type I) tributaries. ASTER

image is from 20 May 2003. (B) Sheared off tributaries and tear-shaped looped moraines on Walsh Glacier. ASTER image is from 3 May 2002. (C) Steele

Glacier with overriding tributary (Hodgson) and bulging tributaries (Foster and unnamed glacier). ASTER image is from 3 May 2002. (D) Grand Pacific

Glacier with detached tributaries (Stotekin and unnamed glacier). Note the bulging tributary on the unnamed glacier. ASTER image is from 4 Oct 2000.
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large glacial lakes on south-side glaciers starting in the

1950’s.

On the largest scales, glacial-alpine geomorphology is

concerned with the integration and form of glacial valleys,

which are modifications of antecedent tectonic and fluvial

valley structure. Most valley glacier systems are dendritic,

where several first, second- and higher-order tributaries flow

into trunk glaciers (Fig. 16). For glacierized mountain

systems, tributary-trunk relations affect ice flow dynamics,

mass balance, and lake formation (e.g. Brecher, 1969;

Gudmundsson et al., 1997; Jiskoot et al., 2001). Such

interactions, especially oscillations in the relative vigor of

ice flow among tributaries and trunks, are mainly responsible

for the parallelism, convergence, divergence, or loopiness of

medial moraines in the downstream segments of trunk

glaciers (Clarke et al., 1986). A common phenomenon in

places such as the Chugach Range (Alaska) is the detachment

of retreating tributaries from their former trunks and

formation of unstable and often dangerous ice-dammed lakes

in the gap formed between the detached glaciers (e.g., Van

Cleve Lake in Fig. 5). These phenomena are observable by

satellite monitoring and in principle are predictable.
The Yukon Territory glacier inventory, based on pre-1980

aerial photographs, was analysed for hierarchy of tributaries

and trunks in the St. Elias Mountains (Ommanney, 1980) and

now is being updated with analysis of ASTER and ETM+

imagery. A new classification has been developed: 1) Simple

tributaries (446 glaciers), 2) Trunks (143 glaciers: e.g. Steele,

Dusty, Kaskawulsh glaciers), 3) Tributaries that are also

trunks (154 glaciers: e.g. Brabazon, Hodgson, South arm

Kaskawulsh), 4) Former tributaries, now detached (125

glaciers: e.g. Stotekin Glacier), and 5) Former tributaries that

are still trunks (16 glaciers). There are 884 glaciers in the St.

EliasMountains onwhich tributary–trunk interactions can be

studied. The Yukon glacier inventory also lists 141 former

tributaries. Due to continuing glacier recession, more glaciers

have detached from their trunks since then and others will

soon detach. Grand Pacific Glacier (Fig. 15D) is 55 km long

and has three former tributaries listed in the inventory:

Stotekin Glacier and an unnamed glacier are shown in Fig.

16D. A comparison of the glacier terminus positions to those

on a mid 1980s Landsat 5 MSS image (Clarke & Holds-

worth, 2002), reveals that these glaciers have receded ¨1.8

km in 20 years.
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To aid our work regarding alpine glacier geomorphometry

and glacier lake hazard assessment and prediction, we have

further developed a classification of tributary–trunk relations

on the basis of ice flow activity ratios. Examples of

confluence types in the St. Elias Mountains (Yukon Territory)

are illustrated with ASTER images (Fig. 16). The type of

interactions among tributaries and trunks depends on the

following attributes, among others. (1) The tributary–trunk

activity ratio, Ra. If Ra<1: trunk flows faster than tributary. If

Ra=1: both systems have similar ice flow velocities. If Ra>1:

tributary flow faster than trunk. (2) Size ratio. (3) Entrance

angle. (4) Entrance slope. (5) Entrance depth. (6) Location of

entrance (e.g. above vs. below the equilibrium line, in the

compressive vs. extensive flow zone).We have developed the

following classification:

Type I: Coalescing flow units (Ra=1)

Type II: Sheared off tributaries (Rab1)

Type III: Bulging tributaries (Ra>1)

Type IV: Overriding tributaries (RaH1)

Type V: Recently detached tributaries

Type I tributaries involve a rough constancy of the relative

flow magnitudes of tributary and trunk glaciers. Types III

and IV involve dynamic variations in relative flow

magnitudes, and Type V involves retreat of the tributary

or, less commonly, the trunk.

Examples are found in ASTER images of each of the

five classes. Eleven ASTER images, covering most of the

above-mentioned 884 glaciers between 4 Oct 2000 and 13

February 2003, were examined for tributary–trunk inter-

actions; the majority is of the coalescing type, where, after

joining, the two flow units continue down valley in parallel.

Contrasting with those, surge-type glaciers are commonly

discerned by looped tear-shaped medial moraines. These

moraines are formed when Ra at the confluence changes

from >1 to b1, as when a tributary bulge is sheared and

elongated downstream during a surge of the trunk. Walsh

Glacier (Fig. 16B) surged in 1961–1964 (Clarke &

Holdsworth, 2002); its two tributaries are a good example

of this type of confluence. Steele glacier (Fig. 16C) surged

in 1966 and Hodgson Glacier some years later, pushing

into Steele and completely overriding it (Clarke & Holds-

worth, 2002). Foster glacier (Fig. 16C) is an active tributary

of Steele glacier’s depleted tongue and is pushing a bulge

onto its trunk and forming a striking terminal moraine, as is

a smaller tributary just upstream of Foster Glacier. Fig. 10

shows a similar Type III junction in Pakistan and has the

satellite image time series necessary to show the recent

reconnection of the Liligo Glacier tributary to the Baltoro

Glacier. Fig. 16D (Unnamed former tributary of Grand

Pacific Glacier) also shows a bulging tributary; the

compressive interaction on the trunk is observed as an

accordion-type moraine upstream of the confluence. Much

can be inferred about recent glacier dynamics from single

images using this classification.
3.6. Interpretation of Glacier Lake Dynamics by ASTER

Imaging

The exquisite turquoise colors of some glacier lakes

(exemplified in Fig. 3H,I), and the absence of these colors

in some other glacier lakes (Fig. 5) begs the questions of

why this difference exists and whether remote sensing of

spectral properties might be used to explore glacier-lake

dynamics relevant to glacier lake hazards, such as seasonal

and long-term changes in meltwater input and calving.

Glacier grinding of rock flour vs. normal fluvial abrasion of

grains in a hydraulic medium is key. Rock lithology also

influences sediment grain size and lake water quality and

color, and so does water depth relative to scattering length

scales. Near Peru’s glaciers, rock lithology is monotonous

andesite and similar rocks, and lake depth is generally

much greater than light scattering optical depths except at

the edges, and so these are not important variables. Other

variables are lake surface wind and wave conditions, sky

conditions, and the emission and solar incidence angles, but

for a single clear-sky image we assume that these

conditions differ little from one lake to another. Lake color

differences in our Peru scene (Fig. 3) thus may be

explained mainly by differences in (1) turbid meltwater

input, (2) the sediment settling time, and (3) lake water

residence time.

For each lake and set of circumstances, there is a

characteristic grain radius above which grains tend to settle,

and below which they remain suspended until discharged

through a lake outlet. The critical radius is achieved when

settling time (accounting for lake turbulence) equates to the

lake water residence time. It is possible to start with the

Stokes flow solution to arrive at the variations in critical

radius that occur in response to variations of glacier

meltwater input. With the simplifying assumption that

sediment particle radius distribution and particle number

density of the meltwater is constant, but the rate of

meltwater input varies, the critical particle radius in a

given lake is proportional to the square root of meltwater

volume input.

If glacier water influx increases into a lake, the

maximum suspended particle size and particle number

density will increase, and this affects light scattering, the

absorptions due to water and sediment grains, and hence,

lake color. As meltwater influx rises, maximum particle

radius and particle number density in the lake increase,

absorption due to the water decreases, and the scattered/re-

emitted light from the lake looks more like light reflected

from fresh rock debris. For high turbidities, these lakes are

gray (or whatever color the rock detritus is) to the eye. For

decreased meltwater input, absorption due to water

increases and the preferential red absorption due to water

is enhanced, such that scattered light emitted from the lake

looks turquoise both to the eye and in our false-color RGB

composites. In lakes having no glacial input, lake water is

clear, there is almost no scattering or absorption due to
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suspended rock particles, light path lengths are long, and

almost all visible and infrared wavelengths are absorbed;

deep, clear lakes are dark throughout the visible and near/

shortwave infrared, and so are black in our RGB false-

color composites.

This model explains the rock-like color and albedo of

Alaskan glacier lakes, where glaciers are huge, precipitation

is high, glacier flow speeds and glacial erosion are rapid,

and meltwater throughput and turbidity are high. Thus, the

Alaskan lakes look spectrally (Fig. 5B) and visibly (Fig.

5J–M) like freshly crushed moraine rock or debris-covered

ice, because there is high glaciological activity. In the case

of glacier lakes in Peru (Fig. 3), the glaciers are relatively

small and the lakes are turquoise. In sum, variations in

glacier/lake interactions (normal seasonal changes and

transient dynamical interactions) are manifested in changes

in lake color. ASTER data are helping to define instrument

parameters that could make practical use of this type of

information in hazard assessment.
4. Practical applications and significance for climate

change

4.1. Glacier hazards

Glacier and permafrost hazards increasingly threaten

human lives, settlements and infrastructure in high mountain

regions (Xu & Feng, 1989). Related disasters may kill many

people and cause damages or mitigation costs in the order of

several hundred million EURO as a longterm worldwide

annual average. With dynamic cryospheric responses to

changing climate, and with human settlements and activities

increasingly extending towards dangerous zones, the hazard

situation posed by glaciers and permafrost also is rapidly

evolving beyond historical knowledge (Haeberli & Benis-

ton, 1998; Kääb et al., 2005).

Due to difficult site access and the need for fast data

acquisition, satellite remote sensing is of crucial importance

for high-mountain hazard management and disaster map-

ping (needed for instance to discern the particular nature or

cause of a disaster and to monitor secondary conditions that

may develop in the aftermath). ASTER in particular

provided assistance for hazard and disaster assessment in

a number of cases, e.g., the 20 September 2002 rock/ice

avalanche at Kolka–Karmadon, North Ossetian Caucasus,

Russia, and the spring 2002 glacier lake on Belvedere

glacier, Italian Alps (Kääb et al., 2003b). Imaging

opportunities by ASTER are governed at one level by

Terra’s 16-day nadir-track repeat period, but for emergency

situations, the ASTER VNIR sensor can be pointed cross-

track, allowing for repeat imaging as frequently as every 2

days. Cross-track pointing is of special value for monitor-

ing dangerous and rapidly developing situations, where

ASTER can thus support disaster management (Kääb et al.,

2003b).
The following list gives an overview of the most

important and typical glacier hazards, where ASTER

imagery is able to contribute to the assessment:

& Glaciers and their fluctuations may form lakes whose

breakouts cause severe floods and debris flows. For

instance, the current massive glacier retreat, prevailing on

a global scale, leads to enhanced formation and growth of

moraine- and ice-dammed lakes (Ames, 1998; Chikita et

al., 1999; Morales, 1969). As described above, ASTER

contributes to the detection and monitoring of such lakes

(Huggel et al., 2002; Kääb et al., 2003b; Wessels et al.,

2002), enables the modelling of related lake outbursts

through the combination of ASTER multispectral data

with ASTER DEMs (e.g.; Kääb et al., 2003a), and

contributes to the monitoring of glaciers that can permit

predictions on future formation of glacier lakes.

& Ice break-off from steep glaciers may result in catastrophic

ice avalanches, sometimes combined with snow and/or

rock avalanches (Morales, 1969). ASTER multispectral

data and DEMs support the management of such disasters

(Kääb et al., 2003b) or the detection and modeling of

related hazard potentials (Salzmann et al., 2004).

& Glacier surges may involve primary hazards through

overrunning of infrastructure, subglacial water outbursts

connected to surges, or ice avalanches. We note, for

instance, that the Alyeska Pipeline and Richardson

Highway in Alaska are built on wasted surge deposits

and within about a hundred meters of ice-cored moraine

from recent glacier surges and advances. Secondary

hazards accompanying glacier surges may be, for

instance, damming of rivers and lakes, and consequent

lake flooding and then down-stream flooding if a glacier

dam is breached. Surge-type glaciers and their associated

potential hazards may be detected from single scenes by

indicators such as looped moraines (Clarke et al., 1986;

Copland et al., 2002). With repeat ASTER imagery,

glacier surface displacements and surface velocity fields

can be measured, areas of disrupted surface debris

patterns revealed, and possible hazards can be observed

(Kääb et al., 2003b).

& Debutressing and uncovering of steep valley flanks by

retreating glaciers significantly affects the stress regime

of the slopes, potentially destabilizing them (Kääb,

2002).

The rapid growth of supraglacial and moraine-dammed

lakes in the central and eastern Himalaya are linked to

disastrous outbursts and potential for future outbursts (Benn

et al., 2000; Chikita et al., 1999; Mool, 1995; Richardson &

Reynolds, 2000; Xiangsong, 1992; Yamada & Sharma,

1993); we anticipate that this type of hazard will spread

increasingly to the western Himalaya, where glacier lakes

are beginning to form. Large moraine-dammed lakes and

stagnant valley glaciers of the central and eastern Himalaya

will eventually stabilize, but debutressing of hanging
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glaciers may cause Kolka–Karmadon-like ice avalanches

(Kääb et al., 2003a,b) and Peru-style aluviones to become

more frequent.

Three-dimensional topography is crucial for understand-

ing high-mountain hazards. DEM generation from the

ASTER along-track stereo is thus helpful in glacier hazard

assessments. Natural hazards can be computed based on (1)

ASTER DEMs, (2) other terrain data sets, such as

permafrost distribution and ground-, firn- and ice-temper-

atures, (3) climatological data sets such as storm frequency

and summer high temperature records and future climate-

change models, (4) geophysical data sets such as earthquake

occurrence, and (5) human geographical datasets such as

population and infrastructure distribution.

The assessment of glacier hazards requires systematic

and integrative approaches. Presently, the most successful

strategy is based on the combination of remote sensing,

modelling with Geographical Information Systems (GIS),

geophysical soundings and other local field surveys (Kääb

et al., 2005). These methods are best structured in a

downscaling approach from area-wide first-order assess-

ments for systematically detecting hazard potentials (i.e.,

the domain of space-borne remote sensing and GIS-

techniques) to detailed ground-based or air-borne local

investigations in high-risk areas (i.e., the domain of

geophysics, surveying, and air-borne and close-range

remote sensing) (Huggel et al., 2004; Kääb et al., in

press; Salzmann et al., 2004).

In Section 3.6 above, we highlighted ASTER data

indicating that variations in the color of glacier lakes are

indicators of glacier and meltwater/lake dynamics, such as

seasonal calving and changes in meltwater input. If normal

seasonal variations can be defined empirically, then other

dynamical events could be signaled by temporal changes

in lake color or albedo that fall outside the bounds of

expected changes. These nonseasonal variations might

have significance for understanding hazards and possibly

early warning of a consequential dynamical event. ASTER

lacks the temporal frequency of imaging necessary to

utilize this signal as a warning system, except in

emergency mode of operations; MODIS does have the

needed frequency, but at far reduced spatial resolution. A

possible ASTER/ETM+ follow-on might have both

ASTER-like resolution and MODIS-like temporal fre-

quency; if automated onboard or ground-based processing

can make a timely and systematic discrimination of

‘‘normal’’ vs. ‘‘anomalous’’ color changes sufficient for

the needs of effective hazard warning.

4.2. Climate-change framework for glacier changes

Heterogeneous climate changes and glacier responses are

fundamentally related to the patchy distribution of con-

tinents, mountains, and ocean basins, which alter the

idealized meridional and zonal flows of energy and moisture

such as Hadley circulation (Bush et al., 2004; Cubasch et
al., 2001; Stainforth et al., 2005). For instance, in maritime

Alaska, glaciers have responded in the last half century to

the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO, Bond, 2000) and to 2

K of regional winter warming in that period (Stafford et al.,

2000). In Peru, decadal variations of glaciers are controlled

by the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), which is

partly but incompletely linked to PDO (Bond, 2000). In the

central and eastern Himalaya, glaciers are controlled largely

by the annual Indian summer monsoon (Mayewski et al.,

1980). In Norway, a discrete change in the temporal trend of

mass balance occurred in 1988 simultaneously for many

glaciers (Kjollmoen et al., 2004); the cause is not known but

such a sudden change likely involves oceanic circulation or

atmospheric circulation related to ocean dynamics.

In a world of wasting glaciers, Norway is a notable

exception to global trends; many glaciers there have

exhibited recent advance or thickening, but even there the

trends for the last few years have been toward decreased

positive mass balance, or a change from positive to negative

balance and terminus thinning. Most monitored glaciers in

Norway had an equilibrium line altitude above the glacier

summits in 2003 (Kjollmoen et al., 2004). The high-altitude

thickening (with simultaneous thinning and retreat of the

terminus documented recently) in some of Norway’s

glaciers may be due to increased precipitation related to

warming sea surface.

The time constants for such regional controls differ, as

do glacier responses, which depend on their sizes,

hypsometry, slope aspect, and other details. These spatial

and temporal variations need to be understood in order to

make effective use of satellite-based glacier-change mon-

itoring as a tool in glacier predictions and water manage-

ment in these areas.

A global ocean/climate model described in Bush and

Philander (1999) includes a doubling of atmospheric carbon

dioxide. We use model results provided by Bush to illustrate

the sharp lateral gradients in climate change that are

expected to affect glacier variations over the 21st Century.

That particular model and most other GCMs indicate

greatest warming in the northern hemisphere, particularly

over the interiors of North America and Eurasia (Fig. 17 and

Boer et al., 2000; Haywood et al., 1997; Canadian model

summarized by MacCracken et al., 2001; most models in

Cubasch et al., 2001; two representative models in

Stainforth et al., 2005). However, the Hadley model

summarized by MacCracken et al. (2001) and the GCM-

sensitivity testing reported by Stainforth et al. (2005)

highlight possibilities for a future climate at variance with

what a majority of GCMs now suggest.

Even where GCMs tend to agree on overall regionalized

patterns of climate change, considerable variation in model

outcome is indicated, depending on the feedbacks, the

model run times, their topographic and spatial resolutions,

and other aspects. GCMs are still inadequate for most

quantitative work in glaciology. Notably, they do not

adequately resolve mountain ranges. This is a major



Fig. 17. Global maps of the forecast change of annual mean temperature (A), change in total annual precipitation (B), and change in annual snow accumulation

(C) in a 2�CO2 scenario, averaged over 69 years of model simulation. (D, E, and F). Change in annual snow accumulation for three regions (Asia, Alaska, and

Europe). Units are Kelvins, meters, and centimeters water equivalent for panels (A), (B), and (C), respectively, and also in centimeter for panels (D), (E), and

(F). Models due to A. Bush.
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handicap. For instance, both the Canadian and Hadley

models (MacCracken et al., 2001) show the entire expanse

of Washington state to be a comparatively wet region,

whereas records show a distinct rain-shadow effect and a

bimodal pattern of precipitation due to the Cascades. GCMs

lack full resolution of the Cascades (and every other

mountain range), and so the homogeneous climate-change

signal for that region, as indicated in almost every future-

climate GCM, has to be doubted. Since glaciers exist as a

balance of snow accumulation and ablation, one cannot use
the quantitative output of widely used current GCMs to

compute glacier mass balance. However, general trends of

increasing or decreasing mass balance may be ascertained

qualitatively based on the sign of precipitation and temper-

ature anomalies in these models, with due recognition of the

models’ limits.

Fig. 18 illustrates qualitative changes to glaciers

observed in recent times and projected for the 21st

Century. This figure is not quantitative; it is a working

hypothesis meant to frame discussion points and to help



Fig. 18. Summary of five varied climate-change scenarios for models involving increased atmospheric greenhouse gases and changes in other radiative

forcings, and diagrammatic illustrations suggesting possible future impacts on glaciers. The reference sources are cited cryptically and limitations of climate

models are described in the text.
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define desired parameters for future GCMs that will

enable viable quantitative glaciological applications. The

tabular data in Fig. 18 includes results from Andrew

Bush, two fairly mainstream models from the IPCC 2001

report (Cubasch et al., 2001), and two models represent-

ing some of the wide model variance modeled by

Stainforth et al. (2005). The results for the Bush and

Stainforth et al. models are for doubling of CO2, which is

likely to occur well before the end of the 21st Century,
whereas the IPCC models are comparisons of late 21st

and late 20th Century climate under different CO2-

emissions scenarios.

The diagrammatic glacier responses in Fig. 18 are

educated guesses based on each climate model; the trends

do not consider quantitatively the relative sensitivity of

glaciers to changes in precipitation; in fact this relative

sensitivity varies widely: cold-based polar glaciers are

highly sensitive to changes in precipitation, but not very
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sensitive to temperature (except as affects precipitation);

temperate glaciers, especially those having long, low-

sloping valley segments such as in Bhutan, are highly

sensitive to both types of changes, where even 1 K

difference can rapidly stabilize or destroy the valley

segments.

In some regions (such as in the Chilean Andes and the

European Alps), warming and drying will take place

together, according to almost every GCM of 21st Century

climate; the clear implication is for continued rapid retreat

and disappearance of glaciers in those regions. In other

regions, there is a fair consensus that increased precipitation

will attend warming (such as in the Canadian Arctic and

Iceland); the significance for glaciers is obscured by the

opposing signs of the glaciological impacts of those

parametric changes.

We take the Himalayan region as an example emphasiz-

ing the complexity and uncertainty of coupled ocean/

climate/glacier systems. Pleistocene and Holocene glacial

oscillations have tended to be synchronous throughout the

Himalaya, driven by global insolation, the Indian monsoon,

and even North Atlantic circulation, but they are asynchro-

nous with respect to glaciations elsewhere (Anderson et al.,

2002; Finkel et al., 2002; Gillespie & Molnar, 1995; Phillips

et al., 2000). On the sub-century scale relevant to global

warming and human policy and planning, we expect some

asynchroneity and nonuniformity of Himalayan glacial

retreat.

The Himalaya show strong east–west and north–south

variations in glacier response to climate change. Glaciers in

central Nepal’s Himalaya are retreating or downwasting

(Fig. 6) and many glaciers there are undergoing massive

lake formation. Similar and more drastic responses are

occurring in Bhutan (Fig. 4). Rapid wasting also has been

documented since the late 1970s in the nearby Pamir,

according to analysis of ASTER imagery and previous data

(Khromova et al., 2003). By contrast, many glaciers in the

western Himalaya and in Afghanistan’s Hindu Kush—

including some that exist below the climatic snowline and

exist only for windblow, avalanches, and heavy debris

cover—are changing surprisingly slowly and may have

almost stable termini, and one glacier has even advanced

recently (Figs. 8–10). Glaciers on the south side of the

eastern Himalaya are in rapid retreat or are undergoing

stagnation and in situ disintegration (Fig. 4). Glaciers on the

north side of the same parts of the eastern Himalaya are

retreating but generally not stagnating or disintegrating (Fig.

4) (Kääb, 2005).

The north–south asymmetry and east–west variations

of glacier activity can be explained by (1) snow shadow

effects, (2) variations of changes in the fraction of

precipitation received as rain and glacier sensitivity to

this fraction; (3) east-to-west and south-to-north decreases

in monsoonal intensity, and (4) longer glacier dynamical

response times of the colder continental glaciers on the

continental interior side vs. south-side maritime glaciers.
The last few decades of rapid climate change may be felt

strongly first—probably already—on south-side glaciers

having fastest dynamical response times. Lagging

responses of north-side glaciers will eventually catch

up. Almost every GCM shows large regional north–south

and east–west gradients in predicted warming and

precipitation changes across the Himalayan/Central Asian

region, and thus suggest that future glacier responses will

continue to be highly heterogeneous, even though details

of predictable changes depend on the model. The

divergence of model predictions is exemplified by the

western Himalaya and Hindu Kush region of Kashmir,

Pakistan, and Afghanistan: (1) some models predict

drying, and others predict a high increase of precipita-

tion; (2) these models differ by a factor of three in the

amount of warming that may take place in the next

century.

These examples highlight a need to measure and model

glacier variations between and within each mountain

range, and to run models both backward and forward in

time and then compare with the glacier record. However,

current GCMs barely resolve mountain ranges. The Bush

and Philander model (Fig. 17), for instance, has a grid-

cell spacing of about 3.75- longitude by 2- latitude

(400�200 km roughly). The spatial variability of

predicted snow and precipitation change must be under-

stood more clearly if we are to preserve existing fresh-

water resources, or at least understand how they are apt to

change. Vigilant glaciological, hydrological, and climato-

logical observational networks and numerical model

simulations of these coupled components of the Earth

system, with improved resolution of mountain ranges, are

required.
5. Conclusions and recommendations

Our treatment here includes case studies selected

globally, with summaries of more comprehensive results

for a couple small regions. This paper does not offer a

scientific global sample, and not even a representative

sampling of GLIMS data. It is just a sampling of results

designed to demonstrate applications of ASTER and other

multispectral imagery to make glaciological measurements

and show that glacier changes are extremely varied. A more

thorough examination of glacier changes will be presented

in stages in the future.

Due to accelerating emissions of CO2 and some other

greenhouse gases, the 21st Century’s climate changes are

likely to impact some glacierized regions more strongly

than others and more strongly overall than 20th Century

climate changes already have (Albritton et al., 2001;

Cubasch et al., 2001). However, individual glacier

responses seen by remote sensing are commonly not

readily attributed to a specific cause, such as climate

change, because of (1) flow instabilities caused by the non-
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Newtonian rheology of ice and subglacial till and the stick-

slip nature of glacier sliding (Bindschadler et al., 2003;

Kamb, 1991; Wang & Warner, 1998); (2) the complex pat-

tern of heterogeneous climate perturbations (Bamber et al.,

2004; Stainforth et al., 2005); (3) nonuniform time scales of

glacier responses to perturbations and asynchroneity of

responses (Baisheng et al., 2003; Gillespie & Molnar,

1995); and (4) special processes that affect accumulation,

deformation, or ablation (Bindschadler et al., 2003; Copland

et al., 2002; De Angelis & Skvarca, 2003; Dowdeswell &

Benham, 2003). Not all of these aspects can be discerned by

remote sensing, and rarely can the change of an individual

glacier be attributed to one cause. For instance, the

Gangotri (Fig. 6A) has exhibited a quarter millennium of

accelerating retreat ideally interpreted as due to accelerat-

ing warming, but we cannot be certain. The retreat trend of

the Gangotri Glacier is seemingly inconsistent with a

lagging response to the end of the Little Ice Age, which

would instead produce slowing retreat. The cause of the

retreat (or advance) trend of any individual glacier must be

considered along with multiple potential causes. However,

statistics on large numbers of glaciers can see through

complexity to the climate signal.

To take another example of complexity, the rapid retreat

of the calving terminus of Miles Glacier (Alaska) over the

last century and smaller changes this century (Fig. 5) may be

related to climate change, which is generally causing

accelerating retreat in the region. The slowdown of retreat

of the Miles Glacier is probably a response to reduced

interaction with the Copper River into which the glacier

flows.

We have highlighted additional examples that point

out the inadequacy of measuring only length or area

changes. Rather, GLIMS must also move toward mor-

phometric analysis of glacier surfaces in addition to

length and area. Use of multispectral remote sensing

methods in glacier-change assessment is restricted by a

limited capability to discern changes in glacier thickness,

which in individual cases can dominate mass balance.

For example, field measurements and models show that

the terminus of the Khumbu Glacier is accumulating a

thickening, insulating debris blanket on thinning ice

dammed up behind (but not retreating significantly from)

a high end moraine (Kadota et al., 2000; Naito et al.,

2000). Satellite imaging shows that the termini of the

Khumbu and nearby Rongbuk Glaciers have undergone

almost no change in terminus position (Fig. 6), but this

does not mean that these glaciers are stable. ASTER and

similar imaging systems can contribute to assessment of

evolution of glacier surfaces, because lakes, pits, transient

snowlines, debris cover, and other features are visible and

measurable. GLIMS requires the development of the

tools needed to make quantitative characterization of

glacier surfaces as well as outlines, even if we normally

cannot make direct measurements of mass balance by

remote sensing.
Some instances of advancing glaciers, such as the Lilago

(Fig. 10), might be confusing or misleading if interpreted in

terms of a direct response to regional climate change. If the

advance is due to a climatic forcing, rather than due to a

chaotic or oscillatory dynamical instability, it may be due to

increased generation of meltwater and hydraulic pressuriza-

tion and sliding at the bed (and so might lengthen and thin

even as it loses mass), or it might be due to locally increased

precipitation and positive balance. Whether a quarter-

century advance qualifies as a surge is not clear, but it

may be an oscillatory change. Glacier surges result in

natural cycles of rapid advance and slow retreat and

stagnation (conversely, tidewater glaciers and floating

tongues commonly exhibit slow advance and sudden

breakup).

Only a systematic glaciological measurement approach

(using remote sensing and available field data) can

resolve climatological and other causes of glacier change

sufficient for prediction. Large statistics are needed to

average out dynamical oscillations and other instabilities,

transient behaviors, effects due to microclimates, and

other ‘‘anomalies.’’ In regions where GLIMS and others

have completed some level of a systematic image

analysis and glacier measurement program using available

remote sensing and field data (e.g., Figs. 11, 14, and 15),

there is no question that retreat is widespread and

dominant.

A global trend of retreating, wasting, and disappearing

glaciers is glaciology’s biggest story. It is not the whole

story. Reading the whole story and understanding practical

impacts of changing glaciers on water resources and hazards

will require intensive glacier monitoring and improving our

understanding of the links between climate and glacier

responses on the level of whole regions and individual

important glaciers. As GLIMS moves toward more system-

atic assessment of glacier variations, we expect to be able to

address some critical global and regional questions (Fig.

1B). How does the global pattern of recent glacier change

relate to global models of future climate? Will glacier trends

accelerate? Will the pattern of responses shift? How will

these changes affect economic development and ecosystem

integrity? We can make educated guesses but cannot make

specific and reliable predictions without more detailed

GCMs, coupling of GCMs to glacier dynamical models,

and close comparison of the models with recent climate

records and recent glacier changes. This is where GLIMS is

going.

Fig. 18 encapsulates a working hypothesis that we hope

will help motivate global integration of improved climate

and glacier models and observations. That objective will

require merging of climate models having improved spatial

resolution over mountains with glacier dynamical models

that include conventional ice physics and realistic pro-

cesses involving bed and meltwater dynamics. It will

require a consideration of uncertainties in measurements of

glacier variations as a function of time with a range of
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climate models that represent uncertainties in those

models. Due to computing limits, current GCMs have a

grid-cell spacing much coarser than individual glaciers;

major mountain ranges are barely resolved and are

severely smoothed. This impacts the applicability of

GCMs to individual glaciers and mountain ranges. To

compensate, climate modelers must move toward variable-

grid spacings in nested GCMs to catch glaciologically

critical details over mountain ranges. Resolution in GCMs

of large Arctic ice caps and large mountain glaciers such

as the Malaspina and Bering is conceivable, and then

glacier dynamics models can be coupled. Coupled glacier-

climate models have a strong capacity to test the climate

results by running the models to past lower levels of

greenhouse gases, and then to use successful GCMs (those

explaining recent observed glacier fluctuations) with

glacier dynamics models to make improved projections

of future glacier variations.

Accelerating climate changes expected throughout this

century will have dramatic implications for glaciers and for

the people and ecosystems dependent on them or surviving

in spite of them. The effects will be heterogeneous and not

always in accord with simple expectations or recent past

behavior. Arid regions dependent on glacierized mountains

for freshwater, for instance western China, Uzbekistan,

Afghanistan, Kyrgyzstan, and Pakistan, may be particularly

prone to environmental, economic, and political upheavals

due to glacier recession (Froebrich & Kayumov, 2004;

Fukushima et al., 1991; Hewitt, 1961; Micklin, 2004;

Romanovsky, 2002; Shiyin et al., 2003; Yang & Hu,

1992). Other areas may benefit in the short-term if

meltwater resources increase as glaciers melt. The glaciol-

ogy community carries an obligation to improve our

predictions of these changes and to assist society in building

defenses against these changes or in taking cooperative

advantage of them.

Because glacier vigor depends upon cloudiness and

precipitation as well as temperature, the growth or shrinkage

of glaciers has a complex relation to climate change, as our

examples suggest. The changes for a large number of

glaciers now being quantified through GLIMS, especially in

relation to historic records, confirm and support the general

recessional trend and its relation to global warming as

documented in earlier studies with a modest number of

glaciers (e.g., Oerlemans, 2005). The challenge facing

glaciologists, climatologists, and policy makers is to gain

understanding of the regional relation of glacier change to

climate adequate to enable confident prediction of con-

sequences to the environment and society.
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